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Colours fill spaces and spaces are shaped. It's up to you to match up what is of what colour and
in what shape. Set your TEEN up for a fun challenge and.
Having the TEEN trace the line from beginning to end in the corresponding shapes promotes
visual. Tracing WorksheetsHandwriting WorksheetsPreschool . Teach your TEENren how
different sign shapes mean different things (Octagon - stop, triangle - yield, etc) For added fun
make signs and let them play with cars .
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Shapes theme activities, printables, centers and games for preschool , pre-K and TEENgarten.
Dec 6, 2011. FREE Traffic Signs Worksheets. THE FREE Traffic Signs Preschool pack includes
shapes, cutting & pasting, sign identification, shape meaning, . Free TEENgarten worksheets to
learn the major shapes, including identifying them and drawing them. each time he sees a stop
sign as you are driving.
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Sep 15, 2013. Then next the octagon shape is used for the STOP sign, since not noticing that
sign typically has unpleasant consequences, and so on down . Dec 6, 2011. FREE Traffic Signs
Worksheets. THE FREE Traffic Signs Preschool pack includes shapes, cutting & pasting, sign
identification, shape meaning, .
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